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Land Acknowledgement

The City of Minneapolis is located on 
traditional, ancestral, and contemporary 
lands of indigenous people. The City resides 
on Dakota land ceded in the Treaties of 
1837 and 1851. We acknowledge this place 
has a complex and layered history.



Introduction

 Long history of excessive use of force by MPD officers against BIPOC persons

 Murder of George Floyd by MPD officer Derek Chauvin on May 25, 2020 

 “I can’t breathe”

 Bystander 17-year-old Darnella Fraser recorded it on her cellphone and uploaded it to 
Facebook: “I knew his life mattered. I knew that he was in pain. I knew he was another 
black man in danger with no power.”

 Ignited global protests over racism and police abuse 



Introduction (continued)

 History of MPD

 Longstanding accusations of racism

 Statisical evidence of racial disparities in use of force

 Administrative and legislative efforts at reform

 Proposals for abolition of MPD and prisons

 Charter amendments

 Proposed solutions



Rule of Law

 Equal application

 Just laws

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights

 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

 International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD)

  Rule by Law vs. Rule of Law

 



History of Minneapolis Police Department

 No extensive objective history

 Limited resouces, most comprehensive is MPD150 advocacy piece (MPD150.com) that 
argues for abolition of MPD

 Limited official city records; more information in past five years

 MPD established in 1867, post US Civil War and US/Dakota Wars

 Corruption continuing into Mayor Humphrey’s city tenure (1945-47) 

 Minneapolis Federation of Police Officers established in 1917; Minnesota Public 
Employee Labor Relations Act of 1971 passed

 Racial demographics, BIPOC population growth: less than 5% in 1970s, 20+% now



Minneapolis Police Federation in Politics

 In 1949 President of Police Officers Federation agreed that policemen should not 
attempt to influence government or the outcome of elections or we would have “the 
makings of a police state.”

 Series of police chiefs since 1980 attempted to reform the MPD and address racism 
(Bouza, Laux, Olson, McManus, Dolan, Harteau, Arradondo)

 Special Task Force on Minneapolis Police Department Treatment of Protected Class 
Individuals (1984)

 Civilian Review Boards came and went, undermined or constrained by Police Officers 
Federation



Minneapolis Police Federation in Politics (cont.)

 DOJ mediation programs, suggestions undermined by Police Federation 

 Ongoing influence at Minnesota Legislature (e.g., lobbying for Police Officer’s Discipline 
Procedure Act of 2012 stripping citizen review boards from imposing discipline signed 
into law by DFL Governor Mark Dayton)

 Former Mayor Don Fraser’s admonition about putting the military back in the barracks

 2020 Minnesota Senate blocked several articles in House Bills



Police Chief Janee Harteau

 Apppointed 2012, a 30-year veteran who rose through the MPD ranks

 Native American openly gay woman

 MPD 2.0 was desgned to increase transparency and accountability

 Invited DOJ study, widely respected in BIPOC communities

 Named one of 50 greatest leaders in the world by Fortune list in 2017

 Forced to resign amid international outcry one week after Australian Justine Damond 
was murder by officer Mohamed Noor in July 2017

 Reforms fell by the wayside



Post Harteau

 Police Chief Arradondo appointed in 2017, first black MPD chief, reappointed in 2018

 MPD instituted duty to intervene and other policies

 Police-involved killings continue 



Statistics

 22 police-involved killings of Blacks in Minneapolis since 1/1/2001 (as of Dec. 2021)

 Five killings since 2017 (as of Dec. 2021)

 The New York Times: Minneapolis population is 20% black, “But when police get 
physical—with kicks, choke holds, punches, take downs, Mace spray, Tasers and the 
like, the person subject to that force is black 60% of the time.”

 2015 ACLU Report showed that Blacks and Native Americans were arrested at rates 
nearly nine times higher that whites



Reform Efforts by Mayor Frey and Chief 
Arradondo

 Modifying body camera policy

 Front-end City Attorney participation in discipline process

 Recruitment priorities

 Stronger deescalation policy

 Stricter no-knock policies

 Traffic-enforcement reforms



Reform Efforts by Mayor and Frey and 
Chief Arradondo (cont.)

 New critical incident standards

 Victim-centered sexual assaullt investigation policy

 Warrior-style training ban

 Use of force overhaul

 Mayor announced December 2, 2021 the formation of a 32-member commision co-
chaired by Nekima Levy Armstrong and Duane Davis



Minnesota Legislature

 House passed three bills with several reforms, including amending standard for police 
use of deadly force

 Senate passed narrower bill

 Compromise bill: limited no-knock warrants, improved police officer licensing board 
collection of data to identify problem cops, require 911 operators to refer calls to 
health crisis teams, added funding for body cameras, approved $800,000 in funding 
grants for “innovation in community safety, created Missing and Murdered Afrcian 
American Woman Task Force and office dedicated to investigating murdered 
Indigenous people



Trump Administration and US Congress

 Executive Order signed in Rose Garden on June 16, 2020

 Mandated additional training

 Increased involvement by health professionals and social workers

 Limited ban on chokeholds

 Of limited effect because of state and local laws

 US House passed George Floyd Justice in Policing Act which would have among other 
things limited qualified immunity for police officers

 Senate failed to pass bill, mainly over impasse on limiting qualified immunity



DOJ, Minnesota Department of Human Rights and 
Minneapolis Civil Rights Department

 DOJ launched Pattern and Practice Investigation

 Minnesota Department of Human Rights launched race discrimination investigation

 Minneapolis launched civil rights investigation

 Background: DOJ has made inquiries and investigations of MPD going back decades 
(latest in 2014 upon invitation of Police Chief Harteau)



Outsider reactions

 Professor Maria Ponomorenko: “No silver bullet”; piecemeal reforms not enough; DOJ 
pattern-or- practice investigations are thorough and effective

 Frank Fernandez, retired Police Chief and City Manager: pattern-or-practice investigations 
lead to appropriate reforms

 Professor David Schultz: racism will not disappear from policing until society changes

 Professor William Green has served on past CRB’s: Police Federation has managed in the 
past to limit civilian authority

 Chuck Turchick, longtime activist: skeptical because of past failures of follow through to 
effect reforms

 Several local activist groups support replacing the MPD with a Department of Public 
Safety



Department of Justice Pattern or Practice 
Investigations

 42 U.S.C. § 14141 authorizes the DOJ to investigate whether there is a “pattern or 
practice” of policing that violates constitutional or statutory rights

 Assistant Attorney General makes determination to open an investigation

 Investigation:

 Ride-alongs

 Community interviews

 Data analysis



Department of Justice Pattern or 
Practice Investigations––Closing an 
Investigation

 If there are no facts to support a finding of a pattern or practice of violating 
constitutional or statutory rights, the DOJ will notify the department and close the 
investigation.

 Out of ~70 investigations, only 26 have ended this way

 When there is evidence of misconduct, the DOJ issues a findings letter. 

 DOJ also initiates reform negotiations that most often result in a consent decree and 
the creation of an independent monitoring team.



Community United  Against Police Brutality (44 Recommendations for Reform)

Twin Cities Coalition for Justice4Jamar

Black Visions Collective

Reclaim the Block

MPD150

“The MPD is unreformable”

Substitute Department of Public Safety

REFORM OR ABOLITION: 
LOCAL ACTIVIST GROUPS



Additional Recommendations: Truth and 
Reconciliation 

 Form of restorative justice 

 Have been held in more than 40 counties

 A few in US: North Carolina Truth and Reconciliation Commisssion on Greenboro 
Massacre in 1979; Maine Wabanaki-State Welfare Truth and Reconcialtion Commission 
on Maine’s failure to comply with Indian Child Welfare Act; and North Carolina 
Commission of Inquiry on Torture examining North Carolina based-CIA contractor’s role 
in the CIA’s post 9/11 rendition, detention and interrogation program.

 There should be a Minneapolis Truth and Reconciliation Commission on Racism and 
Policing (Minneapolis City Council Resolution, Oct. 2020)



Special Rapporteur on Racism Minneapolis Visit

The UN Human Rights Council Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, 
racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance is E. Tenyahi Achiume. On June 
25, 2020, 47 Special Rapporteurs signed a Statement on the Protests against Systemic 
Racism in the United States prepared by her. She is planning a country vist to the United 
States. Civil society organizations including Advocates for Human Rights, the Center for 
Victims of Torture and others should join with the familes of George Floyd, Jamar Clark 
and others, along with Mayor Jacob Frey and the Minneapolis City Council, to invite 
Profesor Achiume to vist Minneapols as part of her United States country visit.

We are currently asking civil society groups to join a letter to Speical Rapporterur 
Achiume



Seamus Heaney, The Cure at Troy

History says

Don’t Hope on this side of the grave

But then, once in a lifetime

The longed for tidal wave

Of Justice can rise up

And hope and history rhyme.
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